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When Huxley (1) write that he had arrived at the eonchision " that

no conjparison of erania is worth niueh that is nut founded upon the

establishment of a relatively fixed base line, to which the niiasure-

nients in all cases could be referred," he considered that it would not

be a very difficult uuitter to decide what that l)ase line should be,

and eventually sufigested his now well-known basil-cranial axis. Many

investigators have, however, employed modifications or adaptations of

Huxley's basi-cranial axis, whilsit others have devised totally indepen-

dent base lines. The great objection, however, to the majority of

these base lines is that they are non-correlative with any previous

work, and when the next new base line appears, the others are, to a

large extent, rendered valueless. Such a variety or multiplicity of

methods creates unnecessary complications, and makes it impossible

to obtain comparative data, and the lesult is, that notwithstanding the

jiumerous craniological researches of the last fifty years, there has

been but little appreciable advance in reducing these nieasurements to

one common standard.

Bolk (2) considers that a rational base line of a craniometrical

system must be able to serve for, at least, a prinuiiy division of the

skull. In referring to the base lines which have been drawn through

the base of the skull, ho raises this objection, that whilst these base

lines may Vje of value as boundary lines between the cerebral and

facial skull, they are valueless as the basis of a craniometrical system.

He thus criticises the l)ase lines of Topinard, Aeby and llauber.

SoUas (3) writes that it is interesting to observe how closely in the

consideration of base lines the latest researches have followed those

first laid down by Huxley.

Consideraljle interest attaches to the iiietliods instituted l)y Schwalbe

(4), of Strassburg, on the calvaria of I'lflu'caiithnipus frrrfiis particu-

larly, and pre-historic man generally. In this work he emjiloys as a

base line the plane between the glabella and inion, that is, the

plane previously associated with liieger's name.
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In selectinf? this plane, Schwalbe was coniijelled to \n;\\s(i use of tlie

glabella as one of the fixed points, owintr to the fact thnt in ealvaria

of PitJiecanthropus erecius, the face is niissinji^, a remark which also

applies to many of the other calvaria examined by S hwalbe, and

which left him no choice in the matter. In deciding on this plan he

says: —"so erweist sich als eiiifachste und natiirlichste die voiii

vorderen Glabellarende bis zu deiii am vveitesteii iiach hinten voi-ra-

genden Medianpnnkte des queren Hinterhauptwnlstes, welchen Dubois

als " scheinbares Inion " bezeichnet hat. Ich schlectliia als Fnioii

bezeichnen werde."

In their researches on the Tasmanian crania, Berry and Robert-

son (5) also adopted, in the first place, Schwalbe's methods of " form

analysis,"' based on the glabella inion plane, as they were anxious to

institute comparisons of evolution between the Tasmanian and primi-

tive man. Klaatsch (6), in his memoir on the Australian crania, also

adopted the glabella inion plane. He says:
—

'"To secure a common

standard I take the glabellar point and glabellar inion plane," and

again, " for pur230ses of the more precise comparative investigations

with the fossil fragments, the glabella inion plane is clearly prefer-

able." In his later works, however, he departs from the base line.

Turner's (7) base line, that is, the nasio-tentorial plane, when avail-

able, appears to be one of the most satisfactory and rational planes

for craniologicai purposes. In selecting this plane in opposition to the

glabella inion plane, he states that the variation of the glabella, in

association with the frontal sinus, " unfits it to be used for taking

the point in front from which to estimate the length of the cerebral

part of the cranial cavity."

Berry and Robertson (5) agree with Turner that the glaljella inion

plane is not the best (when others are available), " from which to esti-

mate the cerebral part of the cranial cavity," but consider that "' the

nasio-inion plane coincides more closely with the cerebral part of the

cranial cavity than either the glabella inion or nasio-tentorial planes."'

The influence of the frontal sinus on the glabellar region has been

carefully considered by many authors, notably Schwalbe (4, 8, 9),

Logan Turner (10), Biaiichi (11), Zuckerlandl (1"2) and Cunningham

(13).

Cunningham considers that the relatio.iship which exists between the

sinus and glabella is a problem which must for the meantime remain

unsolved.

As with the glabella, so also the position of the inion has been the

subject of considerable investigation. Keith (14), Klaatsch (15),

Sollas (3), Anderson (16), Rieger (17), Fraipont and Lohest {li^},

Kramberger (19), and others, all agree that variations exist in the

positions of the external and internal protruberantia.
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The choice of a base line is therefore, from every staniliioint, a

matter of difficulty, and no matter what the ultimate choice may be,

it is clear that objections may be raised against it.

Notwithstanding the many base lines which have already been em-

ployed, Klaatsch (15 and 20) has recently introduced yet another

method in order to secure a suitable standard basis for craniometrical

observations. Whilst attempting to reconstruct the facial part uf

the Neaudertal skull, lie found that the glabella inion plane was not

suitable for this purpose. He also found that when the skull is

oriented in the Frankfort plane, the position assumed is not in har-

mony with the natural position of the head in the living suljject. that

is, with the eyes directed to the horizon.

On referring to Snllas's work on the Gibraltar skull, he found that

that author had made use of median outline tracings of the cranial

part of the skull minus the face, cut out in paper in order to establish

the centre of gravity of the brain part of the cranium. Klaatsch

reproduced this method, but as an experiment included the face as

well. The centre of gravity now naturally fell further downward and

forward, and to differentiate this new point from that of Sollas,

Klaatsch designated the two points S and K respectively (Fig. 1), S

being the centre of gravity as determined by Sollas, without the face,

and K the centre of Klaatsch with the face.

Fig. 1. —Sagittal diagram of an Australian Skull (Klaatsch). Half

natural size.

K = Klaatsch's Gravitation Point.

S ^ SolJHs's Gravitation Point.

Pr = Prognathic Point.
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Z =Zentiinn.

BGL = Upper Glabella Angle.

LGBa = Lower Glabella Angle.

BGBa= Anterior Glabella Angle.

On making further experiments Kbiatseli was struek with the con-

stant rebitionslii]> which the jioint K bore to the basion In-egma line,

the point being always in that line, or a few millimetres to one or

other side of it. On adding the glabella lambda line, Klaatsch

noticed that it almost always intersected the basion bregma line at a

right angle. The point of intersection he therefore terms tlie

' Zentrum."

On account, therefore, of, tirstly, the centre of gravity falling in,

or close to, the basion bregma line ; secondly, that line intersecting the

glabella lambda line at a right-angled " Zentrum," and, lastly, the

natural coincidence of this glabella lambda plane with the natural

position of the head in life, Klaatsch proposes that this plane should

be made the natural base line for all future cranionietrical work.

Upon this base line he further proposes that a quadrilateral figure

should be devised, the sides of which are drawn from the glabella to

the bregma, the bregma to the lambda, the lambda to the basion, and

the basion to the glabella, respectively. These four lines, therefore,

correspond in part, but not entirely, to the chords of the frontal,

parietal and occipital bones, and the " basi-cranial " axis. On the four

sides of this quadrilateral figure Klaatsch further proposes the erec-

tion of a series of triangles for the study of angles of curvature and

other allied points in connection with the several bones of the skull.

The whole of this system he designates as a " craniotrigonometrical
"

method for studying the skull (Fig. 2). One advantage, amongst

others claimed ))v its author for his method, is that the various angles

will now receive their correct nomenclature, as Klaatsch, in common
with others, has criticised Schwalbe's method of naming or misnaming

these angles. Klaatsch. for example, proposes to obviate any con-

fusion that may arise by designating angles by the position of their

apices. He says :

' Mein Prinzip ist jeden Winkel nach seinem

Scheitelpunkte zu beneunen.' He thus terms the angle l)ounde(i

by the bregma glabella and laml)d:i glabella lines the upper glabellar

angle. (See Fig. 2.)
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Fig. 2. —Illustrating Klaatsch's Craniotrigonometrical Method.

G= Glabella. B = Bregma. L = Lanil)cla. I = Tni()n. Ba

= Basion. P = ProsthioM. S-=Zeiitrum.

1-4 Inner Triangles. 5 Frontal Triangle. 6 Parietal Tri-,

angle. 7 Chief Occipital Triangle. 8 Adjacent Occipital

Triangle. 9 Upper F;tcial Triangle.

It was suggested to uie by Professor Berry, of Melbourne X'^niver-

Bity, that I should apply this new craniotrigonometrical method of

Klaatsch to the fifty4\vo Tasmanian crania previously examined by

Dr. Robertson and himself (5) to ascertain if the methods just referred

to as having been recently used by Klaatsch, were better adapted to

the evolutionary morphology of the skull, than the older '' form

analysis " method of Schwalbe ; and, in the second place, tn ascertain

if the several ranges of vaiiation of the measurements to be recorded

by this new method led to the same general conclusion as those

obtained by the older method.

The u)aterial upon which this invest igatitvn is based will be found

in Berry nnd Robertson's Dioptrographic Tracings in Four Normae of

Fifty-two Tasmanian Crania (21). The present series of observa-

tions will be found in Noiina A, that is, the medium sagittal tracing.
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I have recorded in Table I., twenty-seven selected observations on

every skull, where the natural condition of preservation enabled such

to be recorded. The observations recorded are as follow :
—

1. The glabella lambda length.

2. The glabella zentruiu length.

3. The zentrum lambda length.

4. The basion bregma height.

5. The bregma zentrum height.

6. The zentrum basion height.

7. The angle at the zentrum.

8. The glabella bregma chord.

9. The bregma lambda chord.

10. The lambda basion chord.

11. The basion glabella chord.

12. Tlie glabella bregma basion angle.

13. The lambda bregma basion angle.

14. The bregma lambda glabella angle.

15. The basion lambda glabella ancle.

16. The lambda basion bregma angle.

17. The glal)ella ])asion bregma angle.

IS. Tlie basion glabella lambda angle.

19. The bregma glabella lambda angle.

20. The glabella bregma lambda angle.

21. The bregma lambda basion angle.

22. The lambda basion glabella angle.

23. The basion glabella bregma angle.

24. The lambda inion chord.

25. The inion basion length.

26. The basion prosthion length.

27. The prosthion glabella length.

As the nature of thei^e twenty-seven can be easily followed frdui

figure 2, in which they are displayed, it is unnecessary to descril)e

them. Should more informaticm be required as to their character

and nature, the reader may be referred to Klaatsch's original works

(15 and 20) dealing with his metliods herein followed.

In Table I.. I have followed the lines laid down by P.erry and

Robertson (5). This serial number, the present location of the skulls,

and the original number are recorded in the upper three horizontal

lines. In the three left-hand columns are set forth the numl)ers and

the names of the recorded observations. In the vertical columns of

serial numbers are set forth the individual numbers of each skull. The
male and female skull measurements have been separated, and rhe

results are, therefore, tabulated in separate columns. The four ver-

tical columns on the right, after the male skull measurements, record
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the number of observations made, the minimum and maximum fip;ures

for that particular observation, together with the average results.

The results of the female skull measurements are likewise recorded in

the columns to the right of the measui'ements, whilst the total results

of the unsexed skulls will be found in the columns on the extreme

right. The maximum and minimum figures have been indicated l)y a

+ or — sign in each row, and this method has been adopted

uniformly throughout.

As was also the case in Berry and Robertson's work on these parti-

cular Tasmanian crania, it was not possible to record all of the

observations upon every skull. Number 48 being a juvenile subject,

the measurements recorded upon it have Ijeen uniformly omitted from

the final results. In numbers 4 and 8, where the results concern the

prosthion, they have also been omitted.

r/C3 s../ ^-^^ -^- -

-

l^ig. 3 —Four Tasiuaiiian Crania superposed on Ivlaatsch's Base.
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Fig. +. —The Neanderthal (Klaatscli), Australian, and Tasmanian Skulls

superposed on Klaatsch's Base.

T^nfortunately no couiparative data for this method are yet avail-

able, and so I can only record these observations without instituting

any morphological or evolutionary comparisons. Klaatsch, however,

records the measurements of one Australian (see Fig. 1). when the

angle at the Zentrum is given at 90 deg., but Wetzel (22), on the other

hand, found that in the Australian in no one of this three speci-

mens was the angle of 90 deg.

In the Tas.manian, my investigations show that this Zentrum angle

in over 25 per cent, of the crania examined, is exactly 90 deg., but it

is obvious that in view of the insufficiency of numbers of the Aus-

tralian, and the discrepant results obtained by Klaatsch and Wetzel

from those numbers, no comparison can be instituted l)etween my
results for the Tasuianian, and those already mentioned for the Aus-

tralian, and these apart, there are absolutely no other figures available.

The Tasmanian crania as drawn by Berry and Robertson (21), were
' oriented in the Frankfort plane and then drawn by means of

10
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Martin's Dioptro^rnipli." The rfsultin.L' dia^iraius art' tluM-L'foro stvi<'tly

accurate ;ind cori-elativt».

Klaatsili. however, in his Australian work did not employ mechani-

cal methods for Hxation in the plane determined on, but used a yield-

intr substance like plasticine. He says:
—"In order to obtain exact

results, the skull has to be carefully placed in proper position, it

being essential that the tracins: of its contour be made on the level of

a definite common horizon." But the question arises, can a skull

always l)e placed in its proper position without fixed mechanical

methods? Personally I think not, and for this reason I have not

availed myself of the diagrams furnished in Klaatsch's memoir on the

Australian aboriginal, as it is open to doubt whether the orientation

is absolutely reliable. Consequently, apart from the few comparative

data of the" Zentrum " angle referred to, I do not propose to institute

any further craniotrigonometrical comparisons between my Tasmanian

results and those of other observers on the Australian.

I content myself, therefore, witli leaving to those interested the

further examination of the various figures now for the first time made

available in Table I.

Concerning, therefore, the value of Klaatsch's craniotrigonometrical

system, u)y investigation leads me to the belief that, for reconstruc-

tioiial work, such as tliat of the face from the calvaria, the method

may be of some value, inasmuch as I have satisfied myself that in the

Tasmanian, at all events, the angle formed by the ])asion bregma and

glabella lau)l)da. lines is, as averred ])y Kliiatscli, for all skulls, re-

markably constant at or about 90 deg.

Apart from this the method does not appear to ]iossess any ad-

vantage whatsoever, as compared with the existinir method of

?!chwalbe. The latter method has been shown, notwithstanding its

imperfections, and the fact as proved by Cross (23) that all its data arc-

not of ecpial mor])hological value, to l)e of very real advantage for esti-

mating the relative evolutionary growth of the brain, and of thus

determining the relative positions of pre-historic and recent man of

both low and high civilisations, one to another.

My final conclusion is, therefore, that greater progress will be made
in the craniology of peoples by extending the observations o'f Schwalbe,

Beriy and Uol)ertson, Cross and others to as many nationalities as

possible, than by tlie invention of new methods.

Concerning the range of vaiiations in the 27 observations herein

recorded, it is important, in view of the attention now being almost

generally devoted to this cpiestion, to examine it carerully.

Without going into the modern vexed (piestion of tlie causes of

variations and mutations, it may be stated that there are, at all

events two widely divergent schools. The views of the one school
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may bo illiistrntetl hy ;i (luotation from Tlionison (24), who savs,

when s|ieitkiiiL;' of llu- causes nf variation :

"" In ret^ard to the causes

of variation it is too socm to sjieak, excejit in tentative whispers.

What Darwin said must still he said, ' Our ignorance of the laws of

variation is profound. Not in one case out of a hundred can we

pretend to assifjn any reason why this or that part has varied.'
"'

The other line of thoujrht may be illustrated by a quotation from

Cossar Ewart (25), than whom there is no greater living authority on

this particular subject. He says:
—"Domestic animals reproduce

themselves with great uniformity if kept apart ; but the moment one

mixed up the two different races, strains, or breeds, one did something

that was difficult to put in words, the result was what has I)een best

described as an ' eiiidemic ' of variations."

The main question in disjiute as to the origin of the Australian

aboriginal is as to whether he is, or is not, an autochthonous race,

that is, a pure-bred race, or the result of a cross, and in the Melbourne

School of Anthropologv, almost all the several lines of research laid

down l)y Professor Berry have been evolved with the solution of this

problem in view.

Frofu what Cossar Ewart has said, it is clear that, if the Tasmanian

be a pure-bred and homogeneous race, the range of variation should

be small, whilst conversely if the Australian be an im]nire or mixed

race the range of variation should be high. With the Australian I

am not at present concerned, but the subject will shortly be dealt with

l)y Professor Berry and Dr. Robertson.

Concerning the mode of situdying the range of variation, provided

there be some standard object of comparison, it is an easy matter to

express the range of the variation of the subject under consideration

in terms of percentage with the standard object, as is now actually

being done by my fellow investigators in this school.

The results ax-e not, as yet, quite ready for publication, but the

work comprises a comparative study of the range of variation of

form analysis," and other cranial and facial measurements of sup-

]iosed i)ure races like the Tasmanian and Andamanese, of known im-

pure races like the modern Italian, and of the doubtful race under

investigation, the Australian.

In my study of the craniotrigonometriual characters of the Tas-

manian skull, it is obvious that as there are no other figures available

to me, I cannot employ this particular method of studying the per-

centage range of variation, but have had to fall back on an ordinary

arithmetical figure for displaying the mean range of variation. I am
well aware that it is more accurate to employ the modern biometric

methods, but in this particular case the final results of the one method

are not materiallv different from those of the other.
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I have therefore worked out the ranjies (if variation for the whole

of the twenty-seven observations for the males, the females, and both

sexes combined. I have subtracted the minimum ranp-e of variation

from the mean, and the mean from the maximum, added all these

differences together, and divided the quotient by fifty-four, that is,

by twice the number of recorded observations, being once for the

minima and once for the maxima.

The result is that in the twenty-seven craniotrigonometrical obser-

vations herein recorded, in fifty-two Tasmanian crania the range of

variation is as follows :
—

For males, 7.9.

For females, 7.5.

For both sexes, 9.9.

As, however, thirteen of my twenty-seven observations comprise angles

only, in which the range of variation can never be appreciably great,

I have again worked out the range of variation for those fourteen of

the twenty-seven observations which do not comprise such angles, and

with the following results :
—

For males, 10.2.

For females, 9.9.

For both sexes, 10.1.

In either case the range of variation is so surprisingly small that

it would seem to be reasonable to apply Ewart's dictum that " Ani-

mals reproduce themselves with great uniformity if kept apart," and

to conclude by stating that the Tasmanian is a pure race. This con-

clusion is the more warranted, because when the results obtained

by my colleagues, Drs. Berry and Robertson, are available, it will

be found that they achieve identical results by different methods.
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